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Education majors get lessons in school violence
By Geneva White 
Campus editor
With incidents like the
Columbine High School tragedy
becoming part of the landscape in
American schools, education
majors may find school violence
an important topic in their curricu-
lum. 
At Eastern, while school vio-
lence has always been covered, it
has been discussed more than ever
in the wake of the Columbine
shooting and other massacres in
schools across the country.
“There is more attention being
paid to this topic due to the recent
incidents,” said Mahmood Butt,
chair of the secondary education
department. “Yet, by talking about
the problem alone we cannot solve
it because the roots of violence go
deeper and far wider than the
classroom itself.”
Having to prepare education
majors for violence they may face
in the classroom  can be a difficult
task. 
“It is disturbing,” said Carol
Helwig, chair of the early child-
hood and middle education depart-
ment. “We are teachers because
we want to enhance society by
having better educated people. If
we have to fear for our safety, I
think that would be distressful.”
Aspiring teachers have always
been trained to watch for signs of
their students being abused at
home, said Christy Hooser, assis-
tant professor in the department of
special education. Today; howev-
er, education majors are being
trained to watch for other signs as
well.
“Now I think we’re coming to
the realization that we also now
need to deal with student to stu-
dent violence,” Hooser said.
“That’s something we’re all work-
ing on.”
Addressing the problem of
rage and violence in youth is
something educators have been
trying to do for years.
“Discipline or lack of it has
been a recurring concern in
America,” Butt said. “Classroom
violence and student against stu-
dent and student against faculty
and staff (violence) have been a
long standing problem.”
Discussing school violence in
education classes is necessary,
Butt said.
“It’s absolutely vital that future
24-hour lab
completion
is delayed
By Geneva White
Campus editor
A wait on computers and reno-
vations still to be completed may
delay plans to open a 24-hour com-
puter lab in Gregg Triad. 
Officials from Information
Technology Services said the lab
would be open by mid-September.
However, there still is some renova-
tion work to be done in the former
dining center and 50 computers
ordered in July have not arrived,
said Bill Witsman, director of infor-
mation technology services. 
“We didn’t expect this much of
a delay,” Witsman said. “But the
main thing is we get the wiring
done and get the computers in.”
Witsman said orders for  com-
puter lab furniture were sent out in
mid-July, which was later than
planned.
“We’ll put up temporary tables
and that type of thing,” Witsman
said. “It won’t be the way we envi-
sioned it, but we’ll get that furniture
here eventually. 
The delays partly stem from a
large amount of red tape and autho-
rizations that had to be taken care
of when the equipment and furni-
ture was ordered, Witsman said. 
“We prepare the equipment, but
it’s actually ordered out of a differ-
ent department,” he said. “The state
of Illinois is fairly regulated on its
purchasing requirements.”
Some workers said trying to get
the lab ready by the mid-September
date is pushing things a little. 
“It could be pushing it to get it
done by then, I think,” said Sam
Howie, a renovation and alteration
electrician. “There’s just a lot of
stuff to do.”
John Henderson, director of
user services agrees it may be diffi-
cult to have the computer lab open
by mid-September.
“I was there today and it looks
like they might be pushing it,”
Henderson said. 
Currently, renovation and alter-
ation electricians are installing
lighting and wiring in the Triad for
the computer lab. Howie said once
the lighting is installed, they will
begin putting in computer cables. 
The west side of the Triad will
house Booth Library’s media
department. Although part of the
media department already has
been set up in the Triad, Booth
Library’s computers cannot be
hooked up until the wiring is com-
plete. 
See DELAYED Page 2
Classes prepare students for the real-world Students concerned about
school shootings, violence
By Geneva White 
Campus editor
The recent instances of school
shootings over the past year have
some education majors re-evaluat-
ing their career choices.
“I think it’s really scary,” said
Becky Brown, a junior elementary
education major who questioned
her major after watching the
Columbine High School massacre
unfold from her residence hall
room. “You’re not even safe as a
teacher anymore. There’s a lot of
extra things to worry about that you
never had to worry about before.”
Not all aspiring teachers are
ready to change their majors,
though. 
Kelly Johnson, a senior elemen-
tary education major, said she wor-
ries she will not recognize the
warning signs that a child is poten-
tially violent. However, she said
she would never second guess her
choice to become a teacher.
“I think we all want to be teach-
ers because we all want to help
kids,” Johnson said. “Those are the
kids that need help the most.”
Sasha Thompson, a junior ele-
mentary education major, said she
is concerned she could get blamed
if one of her students becomes vio-
lent and hurts others.
“I think it’s kind of scary,
because what are you to do if it
See STUDENTS Page 2See CLASSES Page 2
Mandy Marshall / Photo Editor
Hail Mary
Jared Hughes, a sophomore environmental biology major, throws around the pigskin Sunday afternoon near
the Campus Pond. Hughes and his football companions thought it would be nice to play a game of tackle foot-
ball in the heat.
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Until the computer lab opens in
the Triad, the lab in Student
Services will function as a 24-hour
lab starting Sept. 7, Henderson said. 
Henderson said delays like this
are not unusual with big projects. 
“I’ve been in the business 26
years and it’s moving very well,” he
said. “Things never get completed
in time.”
While he is unsure when,
Witsman said the computer lab will
definitely be open sometime this
semester.
“Unless a disaster happens, yes
(the computer lab will be open),”
Witsman said. “There aren’t that
many things that have to be done
between now and then that I’m
aware of.”
Delayed
from Page 1
and contributing factors of school violence
and are knowledgeable of creating a safe
learning environment for all their students,” he
said. 
The topic of youth violence is discussed
most in the methods courses and foundations
of education courses for secondary education
majors, Butt said. 
“Students and teachers interactively discuss
the problem of school violence,” he said. “The
measures that can be taken to create a safe and
secure learning environment are also dis-
cussed and future teachers are encouraged to
create an educational environment which not
only fosters intellectual development, but
moral development of the students also.”
In the early childhood and middle educa-
tion department, the topic is addressed
through child growth and development cours-
es, advanced methods courses and social stud-
ies methods courses, Helwig said. 
“Our teachers teaching here have had expe-
rience dealing with tolerance in classrooms
and dealing with difficult children,” she said.
“The instructors we have here are capable and
competent to talk about (school violence) and
how to better prepare for it.”
It is especially difficult to teach special
education majors how to watch for signs of
violence in children, Hooser said. In special
education, it has to be determined whether or
not violent behavior is disability related. 
“In terms of school violence, ours is kind of
a difficult perspective,” Hooser said. “Within
the content of the curriculum we teach, we
usually deal with issues like crisis interven-
tion. What we teach our students is the key, is
to listen to students, the things they say and
the pictures they draw.”
Whether education majors ever deal with
violence, Helwig said it takes a special person
to become a teacher.
“Teaching is so diverse the person going
into education has to look at themselves and
see if they can handle the thousands of deci-
sions they make every day,” she said.  
Classes
from Page 1
happens in your classroom,”
Thompson said. “Are people going
to blame you because you didn’t
catch it soon enough?”
Melissa Ewing, a junior elemen-
tary education major, said she is
frightened at the idea of violence in
schools, but is prepared to handle a
situation if it should arise. 
“We’ll just have to deal with it as
it comes and try to do our best,” she
said. “I think when kids act out in
violence they see that it’s wrong,
but they don’t have the moral values
of why they should not do that.”
Kathy Thomas, a senior special
education major, said the potential
for school violence is less in special
education than in elementary and
secondary education. Still, she
knows a danger exists.
“I just know I’m putting myself
at a higher risk,” Thomas said. “I
know that going into it.”
Although education majors are
getting better prepared to handle
violence and recognize the warning
signs, Johnson said it’s hard to
know what to do until a situation
actually happens.
“Even if they taught (about
school violence) in class every day
of the week, when it actually hap-
pens, doing what you’re taught can
be quite difficult,” she said
Students
from Page 1
Alcohol related deaths jolt universities
EAST LANSING, Mich. (AP) — After too
many drinks, a Cornell University student falls
down a gorge and dies.
At Michigan State University, a birthday cele-
bration turns tragic after a student downs two
dozen shots of booze.
A Penn State student is found clinging to life
on her 21st birthday, her blood-alcohol level
nearly seven times Pennsylvania’s intoxication
limit. 
Jolted by such recent alcohol-related
tragedies, colleges and universities around the
country are planning aggressive campaigns this
fall to curb heavy drinking among students. 
That means alcohol-free dorms and parties,
agreements with local bars, advertising blitzes,
notification of parents when their underage chil-
dren are caught drinking — anything to get
across the message that drinking can be danger-
ous. 
“Our goal is not to do away with alcohol con-
sumption — that’s not a realistic goal — but to
bring a level of social responsibility to alcohol,”
Penn State President Graham Spanier told the
National Press Club last week. 
A measure of Spanier’s commitment will be
seen Sept. 10, when an ad campaign coordinated
by Penn State debuts in 20 national newspapers
and on 113 campuses to call attention to the prob-
lem of heavy drinking. 
Throughout the school year, other materials
will focus on drinking’s possible consequences,
including drunken driving, missed classes and
increased risk of sexual assault and other crimes. 
Although statistics indicate that college drink-
ing is down from a decade ago, several recent
studies show that binge drinking — five or more
drinks in one sitting for men, four for women —
remains a serious problem. 
A 1998 Harvard University study found that
42.7 percent of students had been binge drinking
in the two weeks before they were surveyed,
down only slightly from 44.1 percent in a 1993
Harvard study. 
The recent study’s author, Henry Wechsler of
the Harvard School of Public Health, says binge
drinking rates vary wildly depending on the cam-
pus, from 1 percent to nearly 80 percent of stu-
dents. 
But one constant, he says, is that students usu-
ally believe drinking rates are higher than they
actually are. 
That’s the message that many schools are try-
ing to convey to students: Excessive drinking
isn’t the norm among their classmates and absti-
nence is cool. 
“We hope this can help reassure students that
they don’t have to drink in order to fit in at
Carolina,” says Sue Kitchen, vice chancellor for
student affairs at the University of North Carolina
at Chapel Hill. 
A UNC study released in August found that
on the most popular nights to party — Thursday,
Friday and Saturday — about two-thirds of the
1,790 students tested had no alcohol in their
blood. Only one in 10 tested had a blood-alcohol
content that was at or above .10 percent. 
Those findings are touted in stickers and
posters placed in students’ dorms; freshmen who
display the posters in their room can get $50. 
Students returning to Dartmouth College will
see ads describing a campus survey that showed
58 percent of students don’t think alcohol is
important at a party. The University of Arizona is
also spreading the word that most students have
“four or fewer drinks when they party.”
Joel Epstein, associate director of the Higher
Education Center for Alcohol and Other Drug
Prevention, says such campaigns work but
shouldn’t be the only method that schools use. 
Epstein says schools should also look at con-
trolling the sources of alcohol in and around cam-
puses and examine how well their alcohol policies
are being enforced. 
He praises schools that involve parents in dis-
cussions about alcohol abuse and tell parents
when their children violate rules. 
“The smartest schools have embraced the idea
that this is not just a problem of the students alone,
it’s a problem of the whole community,” he says.
Mandy Marshall / Photo Editor
Vince Samford, a senior manage-
ment major, sets one of Booth
Library’s computers in its new home
in the Gregg Triad branch of the tem-
porary library Sunday afternoon.
Eastern is still waiting for the arrival of
50 more Gateway computers.
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He still has more money than
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Major makes ‘major’ changes  
By Amy Thon
Assoc. news editor
After 17 years in the military,
Major Lawrence Sefren has
jumped out of airplanes, flown
helicopters and traveled to Africa,
Egypt, Europe and Korea.
But now, the new chair of the
military science department and
Reserve Officers’ Training Corps
said he and his family are ready to
“come home” for awhile.
“We’d been gone for so long,
we had that longing for home,”
Sefren said.
A member of the military since
his own college ROTC experience
in Arkansas, Sefren said he
believes in what the military can
do for people. 
Sefren was born and raised in
Illinois, but moved to Arkansas,
where he attended Arkansas State
University. He said his involve-
ment in the ROTC program gave
him focus, raised his grade point
average and taught him leadership
skills.
“My first three years in college
I was pretty wild,” Sefren said. “I
got to know the people (in ROTC),
got to be friends with them and
stayed in.”
After college, Sefren went to
flight school and was sent to
Germany soon after, where he was
stationed for 7 1/2 years. He said
living in Germany at that time was
a unique experience because he
saw the major differences between
East and West Germany and the
changes East Germany went
through.
“You could see these places
starting to come back to life,”
Sefren said.
He also was stationed in
Northern Iraq for Operation
Provide Comfort for four months,
where he helped provide humani-
tarian aid to Kurds.
“We provided all the logistics
... to the peace-keeping humani-
tarian forces,” Sefren said.
In addition to Germany and
Northern Iraq, Sefren and his fam-
ily also spent time in Korea.
“Korea is one of the last rumi-
nants of the Cold War,” he said. 
“They’re still in a state of war. We
take for granted a lot of things
here in the States.”
Sefren said when living in
Korea, his family was able to visit
China, Thailand, Japan, Hawaii
and Egypt. His daughters, 10-and
12-years-old, have learned a lot by
living overseas, he said. 
“My kids have been all around
the world,” he said. “They’ve been
to Africa; they’ve been to Egypt.”
Sefren said one of the most
important lessons he has learned
in the military is taking responsi-
bility. At 24-years-old, he was in
charge of 30 people and $1.5 mil-
lion in materials and equipment.
He also was someone for his sol-
diers to look up to.
“When you’re overseas you’ve
got to become a family and look
out for each other,” Sefren said.
After spending several years
overseas, Sefren said he is looking
forward to living in Charleston
and was proud to be picked for
one of 68 positions in military sci-
ence departments across the
nation.
“We picked Charleston
because it’s a school with a good
academic reputation, right size
university, right size town in the
heartland of America,” he said.
Sefren said he and his family
are really impressed with
Charleston and Eastern. He does,
however, plan to make some
changes to the ROTC program,
including increasing enrollment
from 75 to 150 students.
“I want a dynamic program
that appeals to the students that
does fun things with adventure,”
Sefren said. “I’m a real believer in
the military and what it can pro-
vide.”
He said one of his first goals is
to inform students on the ROTC
program and also to reach minori-
ty students by providing scholar-
ship opportunities. Sefren said
students need something to
believe in and a place to belong,
which the ROTC can provide.
“We teach students how to
become leaders,” he said. “I think
we hold ourselves to a high stan-
dard.”
This year, Sefren will teach the
senior-level ROTC class. In the
past, he taught as a graduate assis-
tant at Arkansas State University
and also taught aviation.
Sefren also hopes to increase
the visibility of the ROTC pro-
gram on campus.
“We’re not as well known on
the university as we should be,” he
said.
Sefren said he wants the ROTC
program to be more integrated
with the administration, faculty
and students. He said he wants to
give back to the university, not
take anything away.
“We’re here at the invitation of
the university and want to support
the university,” Sefren said.
After traveling the world, ROTC director settles in heartland
Monday
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I want a dynamic program
that appeals to the students,
that does fun things with
adventure.
Major Lawrence Sefren,
chair of Eastern’s military science
department
“
”
Major Lawrence Sefren
By Matt Neistein
City editor
The newest addition to
Charleston’s summer events started
off slowly, but its organizers said
they hold high hopes for increased
success in the future.
The Charleston Eagle Club’s
first annual Summer Celebration
began at 8 a.m. Friday at the club’s
facilities on North 14th Street.
Friday was a busier day than
Saturday, which saw no more than
15 visitors in the afternoon.
“There were definitely more
people here,” said Audrey Moore,
manager of the club and one of the
event’s organizers.
Moore said the club’s planning
was a bit hurried.
“Most of these vendors are
booked six months to a year in
advance, and we only started plan-
ning this four months ago,” she said.
Shane Cox, a trustee of the club,
said lack of promotion may have
hurt attendance figures.
“We didn’t get to tell anyone
about the beer garden,” he said. “We
didn’t know if we could do it until
the last minute because of legalities.
I think the 16-ouncers of beer for $2
would have brought out a few more
people.”
Cox said many surrounding
cities had events happening during
the weekend, which also could have
contributed to the low attendance.
Besides the beer garden, the fes-
tival featured vendors selling items
such as toys, glassware and fishing
gear, live bands at night and a cook
off Friday.
Karen and Bill Patton of
Champaign staffed a booth selling
pro wrestling merchandise.
“Our son is a referee (in the
World Wrestling Federation),” Bill
Patton said. “That’s how we got into
this.”
The Pattons said they make the
rounds of summer fairs and flea
markets all across the country; from
Colorado in the summer to Florida
in the winter. Despite the low
turnout, the Pattons said they will be
back next year.
Friday, The Remainders, a local
band that plays ‘70s rock, played to
a full house, Moore said.
“It was packed in there,” she
said.
The band was expected to play
again Saturday outdoors, along with
Urb and Steel Toe Joe. The lead gui-
tar player of The Remainders,
Randy Deason, also happened to be
the brother of the winner of Friday’s
cook off.
“The prize money never covers
the cost of competing, but we don’t
do it for the money anyway,” said
Ron Deason, leader of Team A of
the Carbondale - Mt. Zion area. 
For the last couple of years,
Deason said he has traveled
throughout the Midwest competing
in cook-offs as far away as
Tennessee and Kansas. Deason’s
team swept the kickoff Friday, win-
ning the ribs, chicken and chili com-
petitions.
“The other team just left,” said
Cox.  
Deason downplayed the win. 
“You win some and you lose
some,” he said.
Deason worked as a cook for 18
years, but only recently got into
cooking competitions. He said his
inspirations for recipes comes from
products at the grocery store.
“I look at the ingredients on the
back of a bottle of barbecue sauce
and say ‘hell, I can do that’,”
Deason said. “So you fool around
with it, add in some things you like
and see how other people like it. If
they don’t like the first batch, you
(throw it out) and try again.”
Some of Deason’s favorite
recipes are for beef brisket and pork
cuts. He hands out free samples of
his food for the cook off, and he said
this can get expensive.
“Not counting the gasoline (for
the grill), for just the food and bare
bones ingredients, I’ll spend $200
easily,” he said. 
However, Deason said he is in
for the fun, not the money.
Summer Celebration
gets off to a slow but
fun start this weekend
Do you have a talent? We can exploit it!
Write, draw cartoons or  take photos for
The Daily Eastern News. Call 581-2812.
This professor is no role
model for students
When I first read Dr. Baharlou’s
call for faculty to embrace the posi-
tion of role model, I found myself
wanting to agree, so great was his
eloquence. But nonetheless I had a
vague, nagging sense of discomfort,
and so I read it again. After careful
consideration I must not say that I
don’t want to be a role model; I want
to teach psychology.
Contrary to Dr. Baharlou’s thesis,
I would advance the conceit that in
this great post-industrial, post-mod-
ern, post-ironic capitalist republic,
teachers of psychology are not the
people to emulate. Why? Amongst
our society’s most cherished goals are
sustaining economic growth and
increasing productivity (goals, by the
way, explicitly shared by our univer-
sities — see the Illinois Board of
Higher Education’s strategic plan). 
I’ve spent a good part of my life try-
ing to better understand the human
condition. Yet, it has been my experi-
ence that greater knowledge of the
human condition is just as likely to
encourage us to shun such goals as to
embrace them. Imitate me? Rather
than pursue a revenue-enhancing,
growth-inducing career in business
management, information technology
or engineering as did many of my
friends, I not once, but twice went to
graduate school, worked as an intern
for little more than minimum wage
and now work at Eastern, one of the
lowest paying universities in the state
of Illinois. Imitate me? If while a
young man someone had told me I
would stutter, stumble and blunder
through life as I most certainly have,
I would have never believed them (if
I could now somehow magically
speak to myself back then I would
say “Listen, believe! You’ll make
errors, invite disaster and create
calamities beyond your wildest imag-
inings!”). Imitate me? If you want to
learn about psychology, I welcome
you to come explore with me, but if
you want a role model, I implore you
to look elsewhere!
Keith Wilson
associate professor of psychology
Today’s quote
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The decrease in this year’s freshman classhas resulted in more space in residencehalls, along with more options for studentsliving on campus.
Two years ago, students were sleeping in resi-
dence hall lounges because there weren’t enough
rooms available, eliminating a place on every floor to
hold meetings and use appliances. This year, most of
the residence halls offer different options for first-
year students and better opportunities for returning
students.
Stevenson Hall’s K-suites now house one person
instead of two and Carman’s quads now house two
people instead of four. Ford, McKinney and Weller
halls are now offering
triple rooms as deluxe
doubles to students.
Yes, the rooms will
cost extra - $550 for K-
suites, deluxe doubles
and singles and $275 for deluxe doubles in Carman -
but it may be cheaper in the long run for students
who have the option of living on or off campus. 
Students who choose to live in an apartment or
house off campus usually have to pay rent, pay for
utilities and also food. Now, students have more of
an opportunity to live in a more spacious, private set-
ting without having to look off campus, as well as
being closer to buildings and other on-campus facili-
ties. 
The larger rooms may help the university maintain
one of the highest rates of students living on campus
in Illinois, and Eastern should be looking at ways to
make these options available in coming years.
Last year’s large graduating class and this year’s
small freshman class contributed to the extra space in
residence halls, but it is uncertain how many students
will graduate this year and how many freshmen will
be enrolled at Eastern next year. 
Since many students shun on-campus living
because of the lack of privacy, the new options leave
fewer reasons for students to search for off-campus
housing.
The room options are a great way to market on-
campus living and the university should continue to
make strides to provide the larger rooms to students
in the future. 
Living options
get bigger
S e n d  l e t t e r s  t o  t h e  e d i t o r  v i a  e - m a i l  t o  c u d m p 2 @ p e n . e i u . e d u
“
”
To me every hour of light and dark is a miracle,
every cubic inch of space is a miracle.
Walt Whitman,
American poet, 1819-1892
Living options
By offering larger rooms to stu-
dents living in residence halls,
the university may be able to
keep more people living on
campus.
n The editorial is the opinion of the editorial board of The Daily
Eastern News.
Last year more than 30percent of Eastern’s10,000 undergraduateswere in the teacher certi-
fication program.
Not surprising since from 1921
to 1947, Eastern’s name was
Illinois State Teachers College
and that 30 percent includes stu-
dents in elementary education,
secondary education and special
education. 
It makes sense that people pur-
suing teacher certification would flock to the Eastern, a school
known for teacher’s education. But for some, it is not the strong
desire to teach that brings them here, but a strong desire to be
lazy.
Some people begin their careers at Eastern majoring in one
area and end up changing to education when their original
major becomes too difficult or they fail to make minimum GPA
requirements.
Changing their major to the education field may seem like a
good idea, an easy way out.
It probably looks that way.
The minimum GPA to apply for the teacher certification
program is 2.5, which is a C+ average.
My roommate, a special education major, brings all sorts of
arts and crafts projects home. Last year she painted beads and
buttons for children to use as part of their math lessons.
I’m an English major with teacher’s certification – placing
me in the secondary education program. I’ve been to the ITC
Lab and been graded on my ability to make an overhead trans-
parency.
But there are some people the 30 percent leaves out, and
some grades that beads and over head transparencies don’t help
much.
There are 3,050 students who have been accepted into the
teacher certification program —  that doesn’t include the peo-
ple who want to be accepted into the teacher certification pro-
gram.
The College of Education and Professional Studies staff
have not finished totaling the number of students still waiting to
be accepted into the program, but
there are students whose applica-
tions are still in the selection pool
and will be there until they get
accepted.
Acceptance into the program is
based on a quality score, an aver-
age of TAP test results and GPA.
Currently students must have a
quality score of 180 to be accept-
ed into the program automatically.
Anyone with a quality score
below that may still get into the
program if they are approved by a campuswide advisory com-
mittee that was established to review the selection process.
The quality score means that just because the minimum
GPA is 2.5, a 2.5 GPA won’t necessarily get you into the pro-
gram.
Students not accepted on their first try remain in the selec-
tion pool until they ask to be taken out or when the quality
score is high enough to get them accepted into the program.
Sounds great. You don’t get in on the first try, you have
another chance. Indefinite chances until you ask to be taken out
of the selection pool, right? Wrong. 
Most students only intend to be in school for four years.
While most students in the education department will tell you
they are staying an extra year or semester, the goal is to leave in
about four years.
That means if you are not accepted into the program by
your junior year, you can’t take many of your required educa-
tion classes.  If people know they will be an education major
coming into their freshman year, they can run out of required
classes they can take without being accepted into the teacher
certification program by the end of their sophomore year. 
There are options. Students not qualifying for the teaching
program can add a minor, take some extra general education
courses, but if they are not accepted by their junior year they
may need to change their major ... start over on their degrees.
No time to play with beads or overhead transparencies now.
Teacher cert not the easy way out
“Changing their
major to the 
eduction field may
seem like a good
idea, an easy way
out. It probably
looks that way.”
Nicole Meinheit 
Managing editor
Your turn
Letters to the editor
n Nicole Meinheit is a junior English major and a biweekly
columnist for The Daily Eastern News. Her e-mail address is
cunmm2@pen.eiu.edu. Columns are the opinion of the author.
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1 LARGE
PIZZA
$7.95
Valid for a limited time at 
participating locations.
Minimum purchases for delivery may apply.
$9.99
Valid for a limited time at 
participating locations.
Minimum purchases for delivery may apply.
Valid for a limited time at 
participating locations.
Minimum purchases for delivery may apply.
FREE 
DELIVERY
FREE
DELIVERY
PIZZA!  PIZZA!
2 Medium  1 topping
pizzas
Monday
tuesday
madness Store Hours
SUN 11-MIDNIGHT
Mon-Thurs 11-1:30
Fri-Sat 11-2
345-4743
3 West Lincoln
WITH 2 TOPPINGS
plus tax plus tax
carryout
plus tax$5.99
1 large 1 topping
we deliver
Adopt-A-Student program to kick off 13th year at Eastern
By Elizabeth O’Riley
Activities Editor
For the 13th year, the Adopt-A-Student
program will pair up with Eastern students in
an effort to tutor elementary school students
on a one-on-one basis.
Students will work on homework and
play educational games with a child.
Program Coordinator Cindy Rich said stu-
dents can go to the program one day a week
for the four weeks, working with the same
child every time. If an Eastern student want-
ed to volunteer more than one day, they
would be paired up with a different child on
the other day. 
The program will be held from 2:30 to
3:20 p.m. every Monday, Tuesday,
Wednesday and Thursday Sept. 13  through
Oct. 7 at Carl Sandburg Elementary School.
The program will run  from 2:45-3:35 p.m.
on Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and
Thursday Oct. 11 through Nov. 10 at
Jefferson Elementary School.
David Carey, principal of Carl Sandburg,
said the program has been very positive and
is mutually beneficial to the children as well
as the Eastern students. Carey said the chil-
dren look forward to students coming, and
they usually bond well with the Adopt-A-
Student tutors. 
The program had about 125 Eastern stu-
dents paired up with about 150 local elemen-
tary students last year. The program costs
nothing and any supplies needed are provid-
ed by the schools. 
The teachers will provide a note on what
the children need help with and there is no
lesson plan provided. Eastern students will
have to create their own. Rich said all they
need is, “not so much a lesson plan (but) just
a plan.”
Carey said the program runs pretty
smoothly and has always been  strong. He
said he cannot remember any negative com-
ments on the program in the past 13 years.
“The program gives EIU kids a chance to
give something back to the community,”
Rich said. 
The program is completely voluntary, and
students do not have to be education majors
to take part in it. There is no limit to the num-
ber of students who participate. 
“The more the merrier,” Rich said.
Rich, whose sons have participated in the
program in the past, said it is a really “cool”
program. The little kids think the college stu-
dents are the “coolest” things, Rich said. 
Students will have to provide their own
transportation to the schools, and must par-
ticipate in the entire four-week session. The
same program will be held again in the
spring.
An informational meeting where students
can sign up will be held at 6 p.m  Sept. 7 in
the Buzzard Auditorium.
For more information, call the Reading
Center at 581-7898.
Surles starts
off year with
faculty lunch
By Melanie Schneider
Administration editor
After six months of listening to
the ideas of faculty, staff, students
and other constituents, Eastern
President Carol Surles Friday pre-
sented her goals for Eastern at a
faculty luncheon Friday.
“I believe I have instilled some
of the shared values and expecta-
tions from the university commu-
nity and the larger community,”
Surles said.
Her goals include enhancing
the quality of academic programs,
heightening the university’s state
and national image, increasing
public and private funding,
addressing long-deferred mainte-
nance and developing the Campus
Master Plan. 
Surles  also wants to increase
access and diversity within the stu-
dent body, faculty, administration
and staff and  to improve overall
institutional effectiveness.
“I am confident that these goals
are broadly enough conceived that
each component within the univer-
sity will be able to develop realis-
tic and creative objectives and
strategies that relate specifically to
the components' role and function
within the university,” Surles said.
Surles also said she plans to
meet with the 32 individual depart-
ments to discuss future plans for
the university.
“These visits will be very bene-
ficial to me. They promise rare
opportunities for me to hear your
concerns directly,” Surles said. “I
have enjoyed the visits tremen-
dously.”
Communication and communi-
ty involvement are other important
issues Surles addressed in her
speech.
“We will increase communica-
tions externally as well as internal-
ly, increase the geographical range
of my visits with alumni and
increase our community involve-
ment,” Surles said.
While the university is in tran-
sition, Surles will examine new
approaches to improve different
aspects of the university. 
“I can think of no more exhila-
rating endeavors for educators
than to examine new pedagogical
approaches, to investigate new
modes of scholarship and research
methodologies, to work diligently
for inclusion and the richness of
diversity and to find fascinating
alternatives for reaching out to our
constituents,” Surles said. “In
addition, we must identify and pre-
serve those values and ideas fun-
damental to higher education. We
must, in short, reaffirm Eastern
Illinois University, celebrating its
traditions and crafting new begin-
nings.”
Surles also will be hosting a
staff coffee to present her goals to
staff members Sept. 17. Invitations
will be mailed.
Mandy Marshall / Photo Editor 
Gone fishin’
Gary Widler of Charleston helps his 6-year-old grandson Ted Steiskal reel in his 25th fish of the day at the Campus Pond
Sunday afternoon. The grandfather-grandson team collectively caught 50 little fish from the pond Sunday.
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Herbert Lasky, director of the
honors program, will speak at
the Faculty Senate meeting
Tuesday to update the senate on
the status of the honors pro-
gram. 
The meeting will be held at 2
p.m. in the faculty development
center, Room 2504, in Buzzard
Hall.
Lasky will give his yearly
status report, including the cur-
rent enrollment in the honors
program.
There also will be additional
committee appointments said
Bonnie Irwin, faculty senate
chair.
“Louis Hencken, (vice presi-
dent for student affairs), will be
appointed to the library advisory
board and Keith Kohanzo, (judi-
cial hearing officer), will be
appointed to the student conduct
code review committee,” Irwin
said.
Teshome Abebe, vice presi-
dent for academic affairs, will
give an update on the Eastern
Illinois University/Lake Land
College Accord project. The
goal of this program is to bring
Eastern and Lake Land closer
together.
“Eastern will work in a close
relationship with Lake Land
dealing with transfer students,
financial aid, special events pro-
gramming and workshops,”
Irwin said.
–Melanie Schneider,
Administration editor
Eastern’s chapter of Gamma
Mu’s Sigma Kappa will travel to
Saint Louis University to par-
ticipate in the colonization of a
Sigma Kappa chapter at the uni-
versity.
The sorority members will be
in St. Louis Tuesday,Wednesday
and Sept. 4 to help with the
organization of the new chapter.
Jennifer Banning, president
of Sigma Kappa’s Gamma Mu
chapter, said Saint Louis
University has only three sorori-
ties and is interested in adding
another sorority to the campus.
Saint Louis University chose
Sigma Kappa over all the other
nationwide sororities.
Sigma Kappa’s National
President Angela Guillory chose
Gamma Mu to help in the colo-
nization process at Saint Louis
University. Eastern was chosen
because of their award-winning
greek system, Gamma Mu’s past
success with the technical aspect
of rush activities and their strong
frame for achieving rush success.
Banning said the opportunity
is “truly an honor.”
–Julie Bartlow, Staff writer
inbrief
campus
Senate to get update
on honors program
Sigma Kappa to
help start Saint
Louis  U. chapter 
Dennis lumbers north,
may hit Carolinas soon
WRIGHTSVILLE BEACH,
N.C. (AP) — Hurricane Dennis
wallowed along the coast toward
the Carolinas on Sunday, prompt-
ing evacuation orders for the fragile
Outer Banks barrier islands and
giving conflicting signals on
whether it would hit land. 
The hurricane was less than 200
miles south of the North Carolina
coast by late afternoon, with its top
wind revved up slightly to 105
mph, and it had edged slightly
toward the east. A hurricane warn-
ing was posted for much of the
coast of North Carolina. 
Dennis was expected to contin-
ue turning toward the northeast,
with a chance the worst of it would
miss land. But its track was far
from certain, the National
Hurricane Center said. 
“It weaves and bobs as it goes
along,” Jerry Jarrell, the center's
director. “It's been holding its own,
but I've noticed the eye is very
large, it's huge, and if that eye goes
through one of those cycles where
it contracts, it certainly could inten-
sify, and that would bring it closer
to the coast and even over the
coast.”
He also cautioned that because
of the hurricane's size, with tropical
storm-force wind extending up to
175 miles from the center on
Sunday, “it doesn't have to come
across the coastline to cause pretty
strong winds.”
Forecasters said wind approach-
ing hurricane force could reach the
Cape Fear area near North
Carolina's southernmost tip by
early Monday afternoon. 
Well in advance of the storm,
Gov. Jim Hunt on Sunday after-
noon declared both a state of emer-
gency and a state of disaster, which
aides said allowed him to activate
any resources necessary to cope
with the storm. 
Wrightsville Beach declared an
8 p.m. curfew Sunday, and
Seymour Johnson Air Force Base
sent aircraft to bases in Ohio to
escape the storm. New Hanover
County at Wilmington said
schools, courts and offices would
be closed Monday. 
The storm was already kicking up
high waves Sunday for surfers on
the Outer Banks. 
“Today was really, really big,”
Brian Schwartz said after surfing
before going to work at Bert's Surf
Shop on Nags Head. “You had to
be a little cautious, but we had a lot
of fun rides.”
At 5 p.m. EDT Sunday, Dennis
was centered 195 miles south of
Wilmington, N.C. It had turned
slightly east of due north and had
quickened its pace to 13 mph, with
maximum sustained wind near 105
mph, up from 100 mph during the
night. 
A hurricane warning was in
effect for the North Carolina coast
from the South Carolina state line
to Oregon Inlet, near Nags Head. A
tropical storm warning extended
from Oregon Inlet northward to
Chincoteague, Va., and southward
as far as Savannah, Ga. 
Along North Carolina's sandy,
low-lying Outer Banks chain of
barrier islands, evacuations started
at 1 p.m. Sunday south of Oregon
Inlet and at noon on Ocracoke
Island. Ocracoke is accessible only
by boat, and ferry service will con-
tinue as long as the weather per-
mits, said Peter Stone at the
Ocracoke ferry office. 
There weren't many people on
the island, said Terry Gray at the
Hatteras Island ferry office. “We
haven't been haulin' a whole lot,” he
said. 
Red flags were posted along
Wrightsville Beach, warning swim-
mers of possible rip currents.  
Out of the water, the approach-
ing storm hadn't slowed business
yet for Kitty Hawk Kites, which
operates hang-gliding classes on
the huge Jockey's Ridge sand dune
on the Outer Banks, about 50 miles
north of Cape Hatteras. 
Melissa Lim said several people
went hang gliding Sunday morning
and classes were held during the
day. 
“The winds right here are not
really that strong,” she said early in
the afternoon. 
Teen, uncle shot dead blocks apart
EAST ST. LOUIS, Ill. (AP) —
Police have called in a special
investigative unit after two shooting
deaths occurred just blocks apart. 
Officers say 18-year-old
Jeremiah Scott of St. Louis was
found shot to death early Saturday. 
About nine hours later, the body
of Scott's 35-year-old uncle,
Charles Evans Jr., also of St. Louis
was found. Police believe the
killings are connected. 
Scott's body was found before
dawn on the street near the former
Lincoln High School. St. Clair
County Coroner Rick Stone said
Scott died of gunshot wounds to the
head and arms. 
Shortly before noon Saturday,
police were called to a site about
eight blocks from where Scott's
body was found. There, they dis-
covered a 1990 Acura four-door
sedan, with Evans' body lying in
the back seat. Evans was pro-
nounced dead from a single shot to
the right side of the chest, Stone
said.      
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CHICAGO (AP) — About 3,200 people
crammed into the Field Museum Saturday to
hear a nonsectarian message of peace, com-
passion and human rights from Tenzin
Gyatso, the 14th Dalai Lama. 
“We are the same physically, spiritually
and emotionally,” said the exiled spiritual
leader of the world’s Tibetan Buddhists.
“There may be some differences physically
— the hair, skin color. But we have the same
potential. The same potential for inner peace.
The same potential to help other people.”
The fund-raising event — more secular
and more expensive than his previous appear-
ances during a 17-day trip through the United
States — had the feel of a society gala.
Among those in the crowd were talk show
host Oprah Winfrey and actress Goldie
Hawn, who introduced the performance of a
local Tibetan children’s dance troupe. 
But also there was Carl Wamzung, a prac-
ticing Buddhist, who smiled broadly as he
expressed excitement about the Dalai Lama’s
visit. 
“I hope to receive some of his blessings,
and I hope I will be able to pass it to others I
come in contact with,” Wamzung said. 
Ticket prices for the event ranged from
$10 to $125. Part of the proceeds will benefit
the Field Museum’s collection of Tibetan arti-
facts. The rest will go to the Tibetan Alliance
of Chicago, an organization dedicated to pub-
licizing the plight of Tibet, which has been
occupied by the Chinese since 1950. 
Speaking in English, but occasionally
turning to a translator to help him with more
difficult phrases, the Dalai Lama spoke of the
importance of meditation to prepare oneself
for life’s problems. 
“Everything is relative, not absolute,” he
said. “When faced with a problem, we tend to
look at it from one aspect. Analyze it from all
aspects.”
He pointed out that looking at problems
from all aspects will reveal the good that
could result. 
The Dalai Lama also expounded on reli-
gion, noting that much blood has been shed in
its name. 
“The concept of one religion and one truth
is bad,” he said, adding that love and compas-
sion for mankind is necessary to be a happy
person and that there was no need for com-
plicated philosophy, doctrine or dogma. 
He also touched on the plight of Tibet.
After an abortive uprising in 1959, the Dalai
Lama led more than 100,000 Tibetans into
exile. He said with ethnic Chinese now the
majority in Tibet, his culture is enduring a
form of genocide. 
It was the first time that computer pro-
grammer Julie Zhang of Canton, China,
has seen the Dalai Lama. 
“It is surprising to see Western people
so interested in him,” she said, adding that
see attended the event out of curiosity and
to learn more about the conflict between
Tibet and China. “I don’t practice
Buddhism, but I agree with some of his
views, particularly the parts about reli-
gion and the need for love and compas-
sion.”
Tension among administrators, faculty at Southern
Dalai Lama speaks at Field Museum, about 3,200 attend
CARBONDALE, Ill. (AP) –
When Southern Illinois University
trustees fired the Carbondale cam-
pus’ popular chancellor over the
summer, angry faculty members
promised to use the episode as a cat-
alyst for reform. 
Now that students are back on
campus, this could be prime time
for a battle between the school’s
budget-minded president and pro-
fessors whose vision of a university
runs more to the communal than the
corporate. 
But it’s not clear that most of
SIU’s 680 professors ó the school’s
most visible constituency ó are will-
ing to continue the fight that began
with the June 5 dismissal of Jo Ann
Argersinger.
It’s been the most contentious
issue at SIU since administrators
tried to pull off a mass firing of
teachers in 1973, but more than 67
percent of professors didn’t even
answer an SIU Faculty Association
survey asking if they had confidence
in President Ted Sanders. 
“I think it’s a widespread feel-
ing that this issue is being carried
by a very contentious, combative
group that picks out whatever
there is to be contentious about
whether it makes sense or not,”
said law professor Pat Kelley. 
SIU’s trustees fired Argersinger
after Sanders revealed complaints
about her management style and
concerns about her loyalty. Sanders
said Argersinger failed to keep him
informed of major decisions, sided
too closely with labor and encour-
aged divisions between employees
and administration, and between
SIU’s main campuses in
Carbondale and Edwardsville. 
It could have been a simple per-
sonnel dispute involving high-level
administrators. But to professors
unhappy with Sanders and frustrat-
ed by tight budgets and declining
enrollment, Argersinger’s energy,
enthusiasm and willingness to reach
out to faculty raised hope that
change was near. 
When she was fired, those ten-
sions burst into the open. Hundreds
of faculty members rallied on cam-
pus during the university’s slowest
season, blasting Sanders as a “sec-
ond-rate bureaucrat” and calling for
major changes at SIU, including a
greater voice for faculty in manage-
ment decisions. 
Sanders’ most active opponents
formed a group, SIU HOPE, to
challenge the administration. The
group fueled the dispute with accu-
sations about the school’s purchas-
ing practices and criticism of a
trustee who lives out of state. 
The SIUC Faculty Association
voted to file a grievance over
Argersinger’s dismissal.
Argersinger’s lawyer filed lawsuits
challenging the dismissal. 
Then, almost as quickly as it
emerged, the controversy subsided. 
Max Yen, who as president of
SIU’s Faculty Senate has criticized
administrators, attributed the calmer
atmosphere to evidence that univer-
sity leaders are trying to respond to
faculty’s chief complaint: that no
one is listening to their concerns. 
Accepting Applications from
mature individuals that are
dependable, exercise problem
solving skills and the ability to
work with special needs children.
Mattoon and Charleston work
sites availible for all shifts. FT and
PT. Flexible hours. 6.80-8.30/hr.
Benefits include health, dental,
401K , pd. vacation. Pd. intern-
ships availible. Apply at 1550
Douglas Drive Chas. Suite 206
EOE.
________________________9/3 
$25 + PER HOUR
Direct sales reps needed NOW!
Market credit card appl. Person -
to -Person
Commissions avg $250-500/wk.
1-800-651-2832
________________________9/3
Charleston Dairy Queen now hir-
ing for noon hours and nights.
20 State Street.
________________________9/3
Mattoon Academy of Gymnastics
and Dance needs gymnastic
instructors and dance instructor.
Teaching Exp. preferred. Also
need receptionist with computer
skills. Must be willing to work with
children. 235-1080 or 752-6706.
_______________________‘00’
FREE BABY BOOM BOX + EARN
$1200 Fundraiser for student
groups and organizations. Earn
up to $4 per MasterCard app. Call
for info or 
visit our website. Qualified callers
receive a FREE Baby Boom Box.
1-800-932-0528 ext. 119 or ext.
125  www. ocmconcepts. com
______________________11/15
$1500 weekly potential mailing
our circulars. No experience
required. Free information pack-
et. Call (202) 452-5942
______________________12/13
Inserters needed 1-3 am as need-
ed. Apply at 1802 Buzzard or call
581-2812.
_______________________‘00’
Increased Starting Salary
($6.20/hr.), Excellent Benefits,
Flexible Scheduling, Salary
Increases According to Level of
Education: Work in small group
homes supporting persons with
developmental disabilities. All
shifts available at various sites.
Apply at Alpha House, 1701 18th
St. Charleston. 345-4224. EOE.
_______________________9/10
ATTENTION: Starting $7.00/hr,
health, life, dental, 401K. No
experience needed, paid training.
Rewarding and fulfilling job work-
ing with DD adults. All hours, all
shifts available. Will work around
you class schedule. Apply at 738
18th St. Charleston EOE.
_______________________9/14
Graphic Arts Designer: EIU stu-
dent who will belong to 3 person
team which is responsible for cre-
ating, designilng and distribution
of helath promotion marketing
campaigns, contact Eric
Davidson, Assistant Director for
Health Education and Promotion
in Room 3008, 9th Street Hall for
an application 3912/ 7786
_______________________8/31
MODELS NEEDED. Male or
female for painting class for Fall
1999 semester and weekend
drawing sessions. To apply come
to the Art Office, Fine Arts 216.
________________________9/9
Pizza Maker wanted at Pagliai’s
Pizza. Apply in person after 4pm.
1600 E. Lincoln, Chalreston.
________________________9/3
Botany majors and Plant lovers:
We are looking for 2-3 harworking
indivduals for part-time work @
our nursery/garden center. If you
are seriously looking for a job, will-
ing to learn and take pride in all
you do, please come. Talk to Jill at
Four Seasons Garden Center,
South 4th Street.
________________________9/1
ATTENTION, ATTENTION, CCAR
Industries is looking for staff to
work, evening, nights & weekend
shift. Ft and PT hours available.
Flexible schedule, paid training is
provided. Applications can be
obtained at 1530 Lincoln Ave.
Charleston, IL 61920. E.O.E
______________________12/13
Exciting opportunity awaits for
individual to implement leadership
and management skills in a chil-
dren’s group home.
Organizational and time manage-
ment skills a must. House
Supervisor position availible to
supervise  5-8 youth residing in
the community  and direct care
staff of the home. Opportunity to
advance and begin a career in the
human services field. Experience
with DD population preferred but
will train. Must be 25 yrs. of age
and 2 yrs. college experience.
Benefits include health, dental,
401K, pd vacation. 7.30/hr
Flexible hours. Pd. internship
availible. Apply at 1550 Douglas
Suite 206 Chas. or send resume
P.O. 804 Chas. EOE.
________________________9/3
I do transcription work in my
home. Legal, Grad Students,
etc... Experienced, Confidiental,
Prompt. 345-9656. Leave a mes-
sage.
_______________________8/27
VERY NICE STUDIO APART-
MENT 303 7TH. FURNISHED,
WATER, TRASH PAID. $275 /
MO. SMALL PET ALLOWED
348-0927
_______________________‘00’
McArthur Manor apartment, 2
bedroom furnished, no pets, no
parties. 345-2231.
_______________________‘00’
3 bedroom apartment at 62
Madison. $500/month. Call 345-
6621.
_______________________‘00’
4 bedroom furnished house.
Close to campus. Water and trash
pickup provided. Remodeled 1
year ago. Off street parking. $250
per person- 9 1/2 month lease.
217-837-2317
_______________________8/27
For Rent- unfurnished 4 bed, 4
bath- close to campus-  W/D  pro-
vided-$185 per month- 9 !/2
month lease. Off street parking
217-837-2317.
_______________________8/27
Several studios and 2 bedroom
apartments available. Some on
square, some on 6th St. Call 345-
5088 for details.
_______________________8/27
Sleeping room plus, includes use
of kitchen, laundry, local phone
calls, cable t.v., etc...
Call 348-6400
________________________00
Dorm size refrigerators for rent, 3
sizes. Phone 348-7746, 9-5.
________________________9/3
4 br apt, unique church renova-
tion, new mechanics 16 ft. celings
call 384-0819 leave message.
_______________________8/28
1 Bedroom Apt. at 1107 Madison.
$230 per month. 348-8252.
________________________9/3
Oldetowne Management 345-
6533. I bdrm apts. still available.
_______________________‘00”
1 bedroom apartment near cam-
pus, nice, includes washer/ dryer,
heat, water and trash. Call for info
234-5580.
________________________9/3
Sublessor needed for fall ‘99-
spr’00 school year-own room-
close to campus-1109 6th St.-
contact Carla Robinson 345-
4185.
________________________9/4
2 male students looking for a 3rd
to share a 3 bedroom apt. @ the
Atrium for 99-2000 school year:
$280 per month, fully furnished.
Call 815-434-1582 or 815-434-
0173.
_______________________8/24
Male student looking for room-
mate to share 2 bedroom apt for
Fall ‘99 - Summer 2000.
#300.00/month, furnished. One
block from Buzzard. Call 345-
3186.
________________________9/3
Loft beds $200 unfinished
includes ladder. 578-2552.
Free delivery.
_______________________8/27
Yamaha XC 180 scooter 6,000+
miles. $800 obo. Call 348-8544.
________________________9/3
Back to School Blowout Sale!
One week only- Now thru the
28th!
“Low Prices” Shop and Compare.
Oakley &Sons, 2601 Marshal,
Mattoon. 234-7637
_______________________8/27
Dodge Omni, 1987, stick shift,
113,000 miles, dark grey. Good
condition. Phone 348-5596. 2414
4th Street, $1200 obo
_______________________8/27
110V window A/C $95.
Microwave $35. Student Desk
#35. LR Chair $15. Lamps $5.
Call 345-1041.
_______________________8/30
Acoustic Lab Technology
Speakers. Brand new in the box.
$200 o.b.o. Call Trish at 345-
1696.
________________________9/3
Dresser with mirror for sale. Good
condition $35. Call Mindy at 348-
1511.
_______________________8/31
Loft for sale. Minimal assembly
required. $50. Call Suzie 348-
6579.
________________________9/2
Imac for sale, Blueberry 266mhz
96 MB RAM, 6GB hard drive, CD-
Rom includes Iomega Zip drive
and Epson 740 color printer.
$1599 o.b.o. e-mail inquires to
pce2530@net66.com.
________________________9/1
1986 Blue Z-28 Camaro with sil-
ver spoiler. Pampered. 88K,
Eagle GTII tires. $7000 firm-seri-
ous inquires only. 345-5802 after
5pm.
_______________________8/31
‘85 Monte Carlo-excellent condi-
tion. 82,000 miles-$2500 obo.
Call 234-2762
________________________9/2
386 Computer, color, printer, Word
Perfect 6. Good for
Wordprocessing-$200, 348-1876.
_______________________9/30
‘92 Ford Explorer, 2 DR, 4 WD,
$5,750.00, Good Condition.
_______________________9/17
Wolf Furniture Gallery at Cross
County Mall in Mattoon has twin
mattress’s starting at $79.95 and
Mr. Beanbag beanbags including
EIU beanbags starting at $54.95.
________________________9/3
Get Ready for the Oct-Dec
LSATS!  For info. regarding the
LSAT Prep Course call: Dr. Leigh
(581-6220) or Dana Jenner (348-
8468). Course runs 3 weeks &
includes several mock LSATS.
Deadline for registration is Sept.
1, 1999.
_______________________8/30
WE HAVE MOVED!!!  Come visit
the New Health Education
Resource Center Clearinghouse
in Room 3010, 9th Street Hall.
Open 8a.m. 4:30p.m.
________________________9/3
Coles County Pawn, 4th &
Madison 345-3623. Buy, Sell,
Trade. Adult Room, magazines,
xxx movies, toys, novelties, and
pipe shop.
_______________________‘00”
EIU’s newest fraternity!  Phi Delta
Theta: Leadership, Friendship,
Service. INFORMATIONAL
MEETING Sept. 1, 7-9pm Paris
Room. More info call 3382.
_______________________8/31
A fraternity for you and your
friends!  Phi Delta Theta!  INFOR-
MATIONAL MEETING Sept. 1, 7-
9pm in Paris Rm. More info call
3382.
_______________________8/31
Spring Break ‘00  Cancun,
Mazatlan or Jamaica from $399
Reps Wanted!  Sell 15 and travel
free!  Lowest Prices Guaranteed!!
Info: Call 1-800-446-8355,
www.sunbreaks.com.
_______________________9/24
$200 reward for stolen bike.
Blue/Silver “Next/Oxygen”
moutain bike. NO QUESTIONS
ASKED, it was invaluable to me. It
was gift on my 21st B-day. Please
contact Jenny 345-8851
________________________9/1
Tropi-Tan
First Anniversary Special-1 week
only-10 tans for $20.
Register for free 10 packs.
618 W. Lincoln,  348-8263
_______________________8/27
Dorm Size refrigerators for rent, 3
sizes. Phone 348-7746, 9-5.
________________________9/3
ITI, Operatin Snowball, Illinois
Teenage Institute, ALPHA, IDEA-
If you were involved in These pro-
grams and want to get involved in
similar programs stop by the
Health Education Resource
Center in Room 3010 in 9th Street
Hall, Open from 8-4:30.
_______________________8/27
TIRED OF DORM FOOD YET?
COME TO THE SIGMA NU
HOUSE AT 1005 GREEK CT.
TONIGHT. 5-8 PM. ALL YOU
CAN EAT BRATS, BURGERS,
AND DOGS. ANY QUESTIONS
CALL 6890. _____________8/27
SPRING BREAK 2000 with STS.
Join America’s #1 Student Tour
Operator to Jamaica, Mexico,
Bahamas, Cruises, and Florida.
Now hiring on-campus reps. Call
1-800-648-4849 or visit on-line @
www.ststravel.com.
_______________________9/15 
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Classified ad form
Name: _________________________________
Address: _______________________________
Phone: _______________ Student: o Yes o No
Under classification of: __________________________
Expiration code (office use only): _________________
Person accepting ad: ________ Compositor: _______
No. words / days: ________ Amount due: $_________
Payment:
Check No._______
Dates to run: _________________________________
Ad to read:
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day 
thereafter. 15 cents per word first day for students with valid ID, and 10 cents per word 
each consecutive day afterward. 15 word minimum.
DEADLINE 2 p.m. PREVIOUS DAY – NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous or in bad taste.
Wanted
For rent
Sublessors
Roomates
For sale
Announcements
Lost and found
Personals
Travel
Hurry up...
advertise with the Daily Eastern News!
By Dusty Cookson
Staff writer
It’s time for all those hard nosed
competitors and just plain athletes at
heart to gear up for another year of
intramural competition.
Intramural Director Kevin Linker
has added a couple of new features
to this year’s events, leaving him
optimistic and upbeat about the year
ahead. 
“We hope everyone has the
chance to compete,” Linker said. 
In an attempt to improve the cur-
rent program, Linker has imple-
mented a new computer system, the
IPS (Intramural Participation
System), which is designed to sort
and maintain the various rosters
more easily and effectively.
Linker, who’s been involved in
coordinating intramural athletics for
12 years, will be entering his sixth
year at the helm for Eastern  
Since his arrival at Eastern, he
has seen more involvement and
improvement in the program, espe-
cially in the basketball and volley-
ball competitions.
In addition to the IPS, Linker has
added another sport to the lineup.
Beginning in late October, entries
will be accepted for men’s and
women’s bowling. According to
Linker, there will be a ten team
maximum and a one-team per
Greek House rule in affect. Among
the fall competitions are soccer,
wallyball, volleyball, floor hockey,
basketball and bowling. Entries will
be accepted this week for softball,
flag football, and whiffleball. 
“We just want to provide some-
thing for everyone,” Linker said.  
With 44 total competitions
(twenty-three this fall), Linker has
given everyone a chance to partici-
pate. Along with team competitions,
singles/doubles competitions are
also being offered. Beginning in
early September, entries will be
accepted for tennis singles, table
tennis singles, pickle ball doubles,
racquetball doubles and badminton
doubles.
Another feature to the program
are the one-day, special events.
These competitions will run from
September through December.
Entries for these sports will begin
Wednesday. These include a soccer
shootout, a golf pitching contest,
mini golf, punt, pass & kick, com-
petition a cross-country run, a pool
tournament, a 3-point shootout, a
power lifting contest, and a 1-on-1
basketball tournament.
For more information on these or
any other sport, contact the Student
Recreation Center at 581-2821.  
And what if you could find a
friend who had a big screen? Would
you watch the game then? What if
he decides to make a party out of it
and invites a couple of hundred peo-
ple and hires a band?
Doesn’t sound too bad, does it?
Why didn’t anybody here think of
that? Oh that’s right, someone here
already did think of that but nobody
wanted to do it.
The athletic department was
looking into getting the satellite feed
from the game and projecting it on
to a giant screen hanging off of
O’Brien Stadium. They were also
looking into hiring a band and let-
ting students tailgate in the parking
lot before the game.
In other words, a midnight tail-
gate on a Saturday night. Pretty
sweet deal, huh? Not too many stu-
dents here would be willing to give
up a Saturday night to watch an
Eastern football game at home, but
if you give them live music and a
couple of hundred other people to
watch the game with, it’s not giving
up a Saturday night at all.
So, why isn’t this midnight tail-
gate going to happen? There was
not enough support for it. The ath-
letic department took its idea around
campus and could not find enough
backers. 
The project would run between
$8,000-$10,000 to do it right. The
cost was obviously too high to do it
alone. The athletic department could
not find enough support from recog-
nized student organizations to make
it happen, so now the only way to
see the game is to book a flight to
Hawaii or watch it on WEIU. 
Don’t get me wrong, there’s
nothing wrong with broadcasting
the game on the school station. It’s
something that should probably be
done all the time anyway, but that’s
a whole other column. What’s
wrong here is there wasn’t enough
interest in giving the students a
place to watch the game.
Maybe nobody wanted to do it
because they were afraid nobody
would show up. Judging by the
attendance at O’Brien last season,
that is a very real concern. If that’s
the case, then it’s our own fault.
In two weeks, when all the
upperclassmen are heading out to
the bars and the freshmen are travel-
ing in herds going door-to-door
looking for a party, most of them
will be totally oblivious to the fact
there is a football game being
played.
Just don’t be surprised if you
open the paper Monday morning
and see you missed a great game.
And whatever you do, when
Monday morning comes and you
didn’t watch the game, don’t say
you wish you would have. 
You had your chance.
Bauer
from Page 12
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MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM BY MIKE PETERS
come out of two-a-day workouts in
the NFL in better shape than when
he went through similar drills at
Eastern.
“(The workouts) are very, very
intense, and that’s the hardest part
about it,” he said. “It’s more mental
than college – you have to think
about a lot of stuff and then just
react.
“On the good side, (workouts)
run much smoother than in college. I
came out of camp fresh with no
pain, as opposed to Eastern, where
after the third day, I was worn out.”
Along with the increased intensi-
ty, Watson also had to make another
adjustment – the thin air of Denver.
“Oh man, it took me like a good
two weeks of constantly running and
working out,” Watson said of getting
acclimated to the atmosphere.
“Now, it’s all right and I can proba-
bly come back to Eastern and run all
day.”
For now, he’s forgotten about his
injury-riddled past and is just focus-
ing on improving for the upcoming
season.
“I don’t think about (getting hurt)
at all; I don’t have time to think
about it,” Watson said. 
In the short time Watson’s been
with the team, he said he couldn’t
ask to play for a better head coach
than Shanahan, an Eastern alum and
former assistant coach in 1978.
“Mike, now that’s a good man,”
Watson said. “He’s easy going, but
what he says goes. He keeps the
team going and that’s what he has to
do.”
Watson’s also doing what he has
to do, learning from veteran corner-
backs Ray Crockett and Dale Carter.
“I just listen to everything they
say,” Watson said. “I just try to do it
exactly like they do it. They are vet-
erans and I feel it’s a good thing to
have veterans to look up to. They are
teaching me a whole lot.”
While Watson was at Eastern, he
was the star – the fastest track guy in
the Ohio Valley Conference in 1997,
as well as being the quickest mem-
ber of the football team. But once he
got to the NFL, none of that mat-
tered.
“I didn’t come in with a cocky
attitude,” he said. “There’s a whole
bunch of competition and every-
body’s fighting for a job. I just have
to go out there and perform. I have to
work for it like everyone else.”
Even though he’s seen action
both on defense and special teams,
returning the ball is where his heart
is.
“It’s a big rush,” Watson said of
kick returning. “You might as well
call me a daredevil. It’s a rush to
know you have 10 guys helping you
out and sacrificing themselves.”
Watson
from Page 12
OFFICIAL ENTRY FORM
Name: email:
Phone #:
Quarterback:
Running back:
Wide receiver:
Defensive unit:
Field goal kicker:
DENfl ‘99 RULEBOOK
All entries are due by 4 p.m. Thursday, Sept. 9 and the entry forms can be turned in three ways – bring your com-
pleted form and student ID to the front desk of the Student Publications office, OR email your team to
cuccm1@pen.eiu.edu (if emailed, it must be done through your EIU account or else it will be rejected) OR drop it
in campus mail and address it to Chad Merda at the Daily Eastern News; confirmation of your entry will be emailed
by Sept. 12; limit one team per person; no trades are allowed and no replacements can be drafted if a player gets
hurt; all teams will be randomly divided up resembling the same divisions as that of the NFL; the top five teams in
each division will be run in the Scoreboard each Wednesday while complete standings can be found on the DEN’s
website, at www.den.eiu.edu/sports; division winners will be announced on Wednesday, Jan. 12 and prizes must
be picked up no later than 4 p.m. Wednesday Jan.19. Members of the DEN can play but are not eligible to receive
prizes, nor are midgets with receding hairlines; no purchase necessary; game is void in Honduras and Ghana.
HOW THE POINTS WORK: Quarterbacks – passing yards are multiplied by .1, touchdowns are 10 points each and
interceptions are -5 each; Running backs – rushing yards are multiplied by .2 and each touchdown is worth 10 points;
Wide receiver – receiving yards are multiplied by .22 while touchdowns scored are 15 points each; Field goal kick-
er – each point scored is worth 3.5 points; Defensive unit – interceptions are 3 points each, sacks are 5 points each,
tackles are worth 1 point and total points the defense gives up will be multiplied by .25 and subtracted.
DENfl
Tackl
e the excitement!
‘99
*sponsored by the EIU Athletic Department
Intramural season set to begin
Sports editor Chad Merda can’t
do it all by himself. Write
sports and help him out. 
Golly gee, that would be swell. 
Call 7944.
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IMMUNIZATION COMPLIANCE
FOR NEW FALL STUDENTS
ILLINOIS LAW, PUBLIC ACT 85-1315
Requires that all students born on or after January 1, 1957 entering a
four year public or private institution of higher education, enrolling in 6
or more hours of on campus classes provide Health Service with proof
of immunity or begin to receive the necessary series of immunizations
by the 7th week of classes.
Immunizations are required for:
•Diphtheria/Tetanus (DT) within the last 10 years
(International students are required to have 3 DT’s)
•Measles, Mumps and Rubella (MMR) 2 after 1st birth        
day
1999 Fall Semester Deadline is October 11!
Failure to send your immunization records in to the Health Service will
result in a $25 non-compliance charge and a hold placed on the student’s
university records.  If immunizations are needed they may be administered
at the Health Service for a minimal cost.  If you have questions regarding
your immunization records call the Health Service at 581-3013.
RUSH • RUSH • RUSH • RUSH • RUSH • RUSH • RUSH • RUSH • RUSH • RUSH • RUSH • RUSH • RUSH •
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TAKE A STEP TOWARDS SUCCESS...
Professional Business Fraternity
Phi Gamma Nu
FALL RUSH
Tuesday, August 31at 7:00 p.m. in LH 127
Wednesday, September 1 at 7:00 p.m. in LH 127
Thursday, September 2 at 7:00 p.m. in LH 122
For more information call Erin at 581-2303 or Natalie
at 581-2272
Eastern goalkeepers Jeanine
Fredrick and Jessica Graczyk com-
bined for 12 saves, including a num-
ber of diving
saves in Sun-
day’s 3-0 loss to
Illinois. 
“Both goal-
keepers played
excellent for
us,” Eastern
coach Steve
Ballard said. 
“And Illinois made some good
saves for them early on to keep us
from scoring.”
Graczyk made five saves in the
victory over Tennessee Tech.
Revenge
The Panthers opened the season
Friday with a non-conference victo-
ry over last season’s Ohio Valley
Conference champions. 
“We played well Friday,” Ballard
said. 
“They had beaten us for the con-
ference title last year, so it was good
to get the win.”
The preseason OVC favorite
Panthers will host the Golden
Eagles on Oct. 3 at Lakeside Field.
Scoring sensation
Illinois’ Lisa Baldwin tied Emily
Brown for a game-high eight shots
and has a team high three goals this
season.
“(Baldwin) has the ability to get
up and reverse the ball,” Illini coach
Tricia Taliaferro said. “Now we
need to build off of her confidence.”
Gaining experience
Seven new faces were in the
Panther line-up against Illinois, with
five of them being freshmen:
Courtney Roth, Jean Gehrke, Erin
Loeffel, Terri Manser and Cara
LeMaster.  
Gehrke was the team leader,
with three shots against the Fighting
Illini and Manser took four in
Friday’s win over Tennessee Tech.
Ballard said he was pleased the
team didn’t give up and they just
need to get out and get some game
experience.
“We battled right through the
end,” he said. “We need to get more
fit and we need to build more chem-
istry like Illinois has.”
–compiled by David Pump
Chad Merda / Staff photographer
Illinois’ Lisa Baldwin tries to hold off an Eastern player in the Panthers’ 3-0 loss
in Champaign.
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Are these guys ready
for some football?
By Kyle Bauer
Associate sports editor
Two years ago, the Panther
football team opened up the sea-
son with a Thursday night game
on the road against Western
Illinois. Eastern returned home
with a 41-0 loss.
Last year Eastern opened up
at home on a Thursday night
against Division II St. Joseph’s.
The result was a 24-7 win – a
game in which the Panthers very
easily could have dominated.
This year the Panthers open
up on a Thursday night against
Division I-A Central Michigan. If
Eastern isn’t prepared for this
year’s opener, they may return
home much the same way they
did after the pounding at
Western.
With just days left until the
first game of the season, the
injury-plagued Panthers don’t
have much time to prepare – and
more importantly, to get healthy.
“The effort is there,” coach
Bob Spoo said. “But we’ve got a
lot of injuries and a lot of people
can’t practice. We’ve had a lot of
injuries lately and I don’t like
that. That’s why I’m so frustrated
right now.”
The coaching staff gave their
team a gift Sunday night at prac-
tice, allowing them to start off the
week practicing only in shoulder
pads and helmets.
“Going half pads was a bless-
ing today,” quarterback Anthony
Buich said. “I don’t usually hit,
but for the guys who do like the
lineman, it’s saving their legs and
they’re getting ready to hit peo-
ple.”
As the first game draws near,
Buich and Spoo both noted the
team is anxious to break the daily
routine of practice and get into
actual game situations.
“I think always at this point in
the preseason when game week
rolls around the intensity in prac-
tice picks up,” Spoo said. “We’ll
find out Thursday night if we’re
ready or not.”
Spoo may have some doubts
about the team being ready to
compete when game time comes,
but those concerns are not shared
by the entire team.
Starting in his first season
opener at Eastern, Buich seems
confident he has his offense
ready to play.
“The offense is running on all
cylinders right now,” he said.
“This season there seems to be a
whole new type of attitude.
Everyone is excited about three
Division I-A opponents. People
will call it an upset if we win
because they are Division I-A,
but we did our work in the off-
season. 
“It’s going to be long and
tedious, but it will be a lot of fun.
I’m fired up and I’m sure every-
one else is too.”
Mandy Marshall / Photo editor
Eastern back J.R. Taylor runs upfield while tight end Nathan Kreke blocks Thursday night in the Panthers’ scrim-
mage. Eastern only has a few days left to prepare for Thursday night’s season-opener at Central Michigan.
Coach impressed
with keepers’ play
Team goes 1-1 in weekend action
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Scoreboard
EIU CALENDAR 
Today
No events scheduled
Tuesday
No events scheduled
MLB
AMERICAN LEAGUE
W L GB
New York 79 49 –
Boston 72 58 8.0 
Toronto 69 63 12.0 
Baltimore 58 72 22.5
Tampa Bay 58 73 22.5
Central Division
W L GB
Cleveland 79 50 –
Chicago 62 68 17.5
Minnesota 55 73 23.5
Kansas City 51 78 28.0
Detroit 51 79 28.5
West Division
W L GB
Texas 79 52 —
Oakland 71 59 7.5
Seattle 63 65 14.5
Anaheim 51 78 27.0
Sunday’s Results
Baltimore 11, Detroit 4
Texas 4, Toronto 2
Tampa Bay 6, Cleveland 4
Boston 7, Anaheim 4
New York 11, Seattle 5
Chicago 7, Oakland 2
Minneosta 6, Kansas City 2
Today’s Games
Kansas City at Boston, 6:05 p.m.
Minnesota at Toronto, 6:05 p.m.
Anaheim at Cleveland, 6:05 p.m.
Texas at Detroit, 6:05 p.m.
Oakland at New York, 6:35 p.m.
Seattle at Chicago, 7:05 p.m.
NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
W L GB
Atlanta 82 49 —
New York 79 51         2.5
Philadelphia 67 61 13.5
Montreal 54 75 27.0
Florida 52 77 29.0
Central Division
W L GB
Houston 77 54 —
Cincinnati 75 53 0.5
St. Louis 64 66 12.5
Pittsburgh 63 67 13.5
Milwaukee 57 71 18.5
Chicago 53 75 22.5
West Division
W L GB
Arizona 77 53 —
San Francisco 68 61 8.5
Los Angeles 60 69 16.5
San Diego 59 72 18.5
Colorado 58 72 19.0
Sunday’s Resutls
Cincinnati at Montreal, 12:35 p.m.
Florida at Houston, 1:35 p.m.
Philadephia at Colorado, 2:05 p.m.
Milwaukee at San Diego, 3:05 p.m.
Pittsburgh at San Francisco, 3:05 p.m.
*Atlanta at St. Louis
*New York at Arizona
*Chicago at Los Angeles
Today’s Games
Atlanta at Cincinatti, 6:05 p.m.
Florida at Houston, 7:05 p.m.
New York at Houston, 7:10 p.m.
Pittsburgh at Colorado, 8:05 p.m.
Montreal at Arizona, 9:05 p.m.
Chicago at San Diego, 9:05 p.m.
Philadelphia at San Francisco, 9:05 p.m.
Milwaukee at Los Angeles, 9:10 p.m.
NFL
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East
W L T
Buffalo 2 1 0
Indianapolis 2 1 0
Miami 2 1 0
N.Y. Jets 2 1 0
New England 1 2 0
Central
Baltimore 3 0 0
Jacksonville 2 1 0
Cleveland 2 2 0
Pittsburgh 1 2 0
Tennessee 1 2 0
Cincinnati 0 3 0
West
Oakland 2 0 0
Denver 2 1 0
Kansas City 1 2 0
Seattle 1 2 0
San Diego 0 4 0
NATIONAL CONFERENCE
East
W L T
Washington 3 0 0
N.Y. Giants 2 1 0
Arizona 1 2 0
Dallas 0 3 0
Philadelphia 0 3 0
Central
Green Bay 3 0 0
Tampa Bay 3 0 0
Minnesota 2 1 0
Chicago 2 2 0
Detroit 1 2 0
West
San Fran 2 0 0
Atlanta 1 2 0
Carolina 1 2 0
New Orleans 1 2 0
St. Louis 1 2 0
Saturday’s Results
Miami 31, Detroit, 10
Washington 27, Pittsburgh 14
Buffalo 30, Cincinnati 3
Cleveland 35, Chicago 24
Tampa Bay 45, New England 14
Green Bay 38, New Orleans 17
Baltimore 28, Carolina 24
New York Jets 16, New York Giants 10
St. Louis 24, San Diego 21
Seattle 41, Arizona 7
Sunday’s Game
Denver at Dallas
Cleveland 35,
Chicago 24
First Quarter
CHI – Conway 1 pass from
Matthews (Gowins kick), 8:59.
CLE – Shepherd 42 pass from
Detmer (Boniol kick), 7:17.
CHI – FG Gowins 29, 0:58.
Second Quarter
CHI – M.Robinson 19 pass from
McNown (Gowins kick) 8:34.
CLE – Detmer 7 run (Dawson kick
blocked) 1:20.
CHI – Bates 86 kickoff return
(Gowins kick) 1:09.
CLE – K.Johnson 21 pass from
Detmer (Detmer pass incomplete)
0:11.
Third Quarter
CLE – FG Boniol 34, 8:17.
Fourth Quarter
CLE – FG Dawson 21, 11:11.
CLE – Saleh, 27 pass from Couch
(Boniol kick) 5:15.
CLE – FG Boniol 42, 2:02.
A – 72,388.
CHI CLE
First downs 14 12
Rushes-yards 23-88 33-107
Passing 155 271
Punt Returns 2-27 2-6
Kickoff Returns 8-228 5-121
Int Ret 2-8 1-0
Comp-Att-Int 20-34-1 20-29-2
Sacked-Yrd Lost 0-0 2-11
Punts 5-37.8 2-56
Fumbles-Lost 1-0 0-0
Penalties-Yards 14-126 5-40
Time of Poss 27:34 32:26
INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS
RUSHING – Chicago, Enis 10-40,
McNown 3-15, Bennett 5-14,
Williams 2-11, Moreno 2-9, F.Smith
1-(minus 1). Cleveland, Shaw 10-
36, Kirby 9-32, Couch 3-17, Hill 7-
14, Detmer 2-9, Moore 1-0, Cook 1-
(minus 1).
PASSING – Chicago, Matthews 11-
13-0-66, McNown 4-10-0-42,
Moreno 4-9-1-44, Miller 1-2-0-3.
Cleveland, Detmer 10-15-2-154,
Couch 10-14-0-128.
RECEIVING – Chicago, Conway 8-
47, M.Robinson 2-29, Allred 2-15,
Williams 2-9, Bates 1-21, T.Allen 1-
10, Mayes 1-7, Wetnight 1-7,
Bennett 1-5, Halloc 1-5. Cleveland,
Shepherd 4-76, K.Johnson 3-34,
Shaw 3-30, Campbell 2-43, Kirby 2-
6, Saleh 1-27, I.Smith 1-22, Collins
1-17, Powell 1-12, Hill 1-9, Gibson
1-6.
St. Louis 24,
San Diego, 21
SDG STL
First downs        19             13
3rd Down efficiency 5-15 1-8
Total net yards  298 272
Total Plays 69 43
Average gain 4.3 6.3
Net Yrds Rusing 67 27
Rushes 22 20
Avg Per Rush 3.0 4
Net Yrds Passing 231 245
Completed-att 31-45   17-23
Yards per pass 4.9 10.7
Sacked-yards lost 2-13 0-0
Had int 1 0
Punts AVG 7-46.6 5-37.2
Penalties Yrds 9-83  11-107
Fumbles lost 0-0 2-2
Time of Poss 37:21    22:39
INDIVIDUAL LEADERS
Missed Field Goals: NONE.
San Diego rushing: Kenny Bynum
15-32, Terrell Fletcher 6-28, Jim
Harbaugh 1-7. St Louis rushing:
Marshall Faulk 9-18, Trent Green 1-
10, Justin  Watson 5-8, Greg Hill 4-
(-8), Joe Germaine 1-(-1). San
Diego passing: Jim Harbaugh 11-
14-1-99, Erik Kramer 10-13-0-78,
Craig Whelihan 10-18-0-67.St Louis
passing: Trent Green 11-11-0-166,
Joe Germaine 5-10-0-62, Kurt
Warner 1-2-0-17. San Diego receiv-
ing: Brett Chappell 4-19, Reginald
Davis 4-39,Freddie Jones 3-36,
Steve Heiden 3-30, Kenny Bynum
3-23, Bryan Still 3-14, Mikhael
Ricks 3-12, Terrell Fletcher 2-14,
Jeff Graham 1-17, Alfred Pupunu 1-
11, Tony Gaiter 1-10, Ryan Thelwell
1-10, Jermane Fazande 1-7,
Wendell Davis 1-2.St Louis receiv-
ing: Marshall Faulk 4-38, Isaac
Bruce 3-89, Torry Holt3-37, Tony
Small 2-31, Justin Watson 2-13, Jeff
Robinson 1-23, Chad Levitt 1-7,
Ricky Proehl 1-7.
Green Bay 38,
New Orleans 17
TEAM STATISTICS 
GNB NOR
First Downs 18 21
Third Down Efficiecny4-13 6-12
Total net yards 68 417
Total Plays 58 64
Average gain 6.3 6.5
Net Yrds Rushing 112 110
Rushes 26 7
Average Per Rush 4.3 4.1
Net yrds passing 256 07
Completed-att 19-30  19-33
Yards per pass 8.0 8.3
Sacked-yards los 2-16 4-15
Had int 0 4
Punts AVG 6-43.5 3-41.7
Penalties Yrds 8-59 8-93
Fumbles lost 0-0 3-2
Time of Poss 26:38    33:22
INDIVIDUAL LEADERS
Missed Field Goals: Green Bay
(Ryan Longwell 48).Green Bay
rushing: De’mond Parker 7-55,
Basil Mitchell 12-46, Dorsey Levens
6-11, William Henderson 1-0. New
Orleans rushing: Wilmont Perry 7-
54, Lamar Smith 14-37, Aaron
Craver 3-14, Danny Wuerffel 1-5,
Billy Joe Hobert 1-0, Billy
JoeTolliver 1-0. Green Bay passing:
Brett Favre 11-19-0-162, Matt
Hasselbeck 8-11-0-110.
New Orleans passing: Billy Joe
Hobert 10-15-0-179, Billy Joe
Tolliver6-11-2-106, Danny Wuerffel
2-6-2-24, Tommy Barnhardt 1-1-0-
13.Green Bay receiving: Bill
Schroeder 4-82, Corey Bradford 4-
62, Tyrone Davis 2-29, William
Henderson 2-10, Dorsey Levens 2-
3, Jahine Arnold1-47, Donald Driver
1-27, Basil Mitchell 1-6, Antonio
Freeman 1-5, Lamont Hall 1-1.
New Orleans receiving: Eddie
Kennison 4-74, Ryan Yarborough 2-
69, Lamar Smith 2-31, Brett Bech 2-
29, Aaron Craver 2-4, Keith Poole
1-58, Lawrence Dawsey 1-17,
Danan Hughes 1-13, Gunnard
Tywner 1-10,Cuncho Brown 1-7,
Wilmont Perry 1-5, Josh Wilcox 1-5.
WNBA
Playoff Glance 
CONFERENCE FINALS
(Best-of-3)
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Friday, Aug. 27
Charlotte 78, New York 67, Charlotte
leads series 1-0
Sunday, Aug. 29
Late Game Not Included
Charlotte at New York 
Monday, Aug. 30
Charlotte at New York, 8 p.m., if nec-
essary
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Thursday, Aug. 26
Los Angeles 75, Houston 60
Sunday, Aug. 29
Houston 83,
Los Angeles 55, series tied 1-1
Monday, Aug. 30
Los Angeles at Houston, 10 p.m.
CHAMPIONSHIP SERIES
(Best-of-3)
Thursday, Sept. 2
TBA, 8 p.m.
Saturday, Sept. 4
TBA, 3:30 p.m.
Sunday, Sept. 5
TBA, 3:30 p.m., if necessary
MLS
Eastern Conference
W L Pts
D.C. 17 7 41
Columbus 15 8 35
Tampa Bay 11 14 24
Miami 10 14 22
New England 8 15 18
NY-NJ 5 18 9
Western Conference
W L Pts
Colorado 16 7 42
Dallas 12 12 40
Los Angeles 15 8 39
Chicago 13 10 36
San Jose 13 10 21
Kansas City 7 16 17
Today’s Games
No games scheduled
Tuesday’s Games
No games scheduled
GOLF
NEC Invitational Par Scores
Tiger Woods, 66-71-62-71-10
Phil Mickelson, 69-67-70-65 – -9
Craig Parry, 71-66-69-69 – 5
Nick Price, 67-69-68-71 – 5
Ernie Els, 71-69-67-69 – 4
Shigeki Maruyama, 72-67-70-68– -3
Jeff Maggert, 71-67-69-71 – 2
Sergio Garcia, 67-70-69-72 – 2
Carlos Franco, 68-67-70-73 – 2
Jim Furyk, 67-72-69-71– 1
Davis Love III, 68-69-70-72 – 1
Mark Calcavecchia, 68-69-73-70 – E
Padraig Harrington, 72-67-70-71 – E
Steve Pate, 69-71-68-72 – E
Vijay Singh, 71-67-72-71 – +1
Hal Sutton, 69-67-72-73 – +1
Payne Stewart, 70-67-69-75 – +1
Tom Lehman, 67-72-67-75 – +1
Fred Couples 71-70-63-77 – +1
Justin Leonard, 73-68-69-72 – +2
Paul Lawrie, 67-68-74-74 – +3
Greg Turner, 70-71-68-74 – +3
Stuart Appleby, 72-70-72-70 – +4
Scott Hoch, 68-73-71-72 – +4
Mark O’Meara, 73-70-71-71 – +5
Greg Norman, 70-75-66-74 – +5
Miguel Angel Jimenez,72-70-70-74 –
286 +6
David Duval, 67-72-71-76– +6
Jesper Parnevik, 75-69-66-76 – +6
Jarmo Sandelin, 71-71-73-72 – + 7
Lee Janzen, 71-70-72-74 – +7
Colin Montgomerie, 69-75-67-76 —
287 +7
Lee Westwood, 74-72-70-72 – + 8
Andrew Coltart, 71-71-69-77 – + 8
John Huston, 69-71-70-78 – +8
Darren Clarke, 73-72-69-75 – + 9
Jean Van De Velde, 75-71-68-75 – +9
Frank Nobilo, 73-69-75-73– +10
Steve Elkington, 70-74-71-76 – + 11
Jose Maria Olazabal, 70-80-69-73 – + 12
Joe Ozaki, 75-74-75-72 – +16
TENNIS
US Open-Seedings List
WHITE PLAINS, N.Y. (AP) – Seedings
for the 1999 U.S. Open to be held
Aug. 30 to Sept. 12 at the USTA
National Tennis Center in Flushing,
N.Y.
Men
1. Pete Sampras, United States
2. Andre Agassi, United States
3.Yevgeny Kafelnikov, Russia
4. Patrick Rafter, Australia
5. Gustavo Kuerten, Brazil
6.Tim Henman, Britain
7.Todd Martin, United States
8. Carlos Moya, Spain
9. Greg Rusedski, Britain
10. Marcelo Rios, Chile
11. Mark Philippoussis, withdrew, knee
injury
12. Richard Krajicek, Netherlands
13. Alex Corretja, Spain
14.Tommy Haas, Germany
15. Nicolas Kiefer, Germany
16. Nicolas Lapentti, Ecuador
17. Felix Mantilla, Spain
Women
1. Martina Hingis, Switzerland
2. Lindsay Davenport, United States
3.Venus Williams, United States
4. Monica Seles, United States
5. Mary Pierce, France
6. Amanda Coetzer, South Africa
7. Serena Williams, United States
8. Jana Novotna, Czech Republic
9. Julie Halard-Decugis, France
10. Arantxa Sanchez-Vicario, Spain
11. Nathalie Tauziat, France
12. Barbara Schett, Austria
13. Dominique van Roost, Belgium
14. Sandrine Testud, France
15. Amelie Mauresmo, France
16. Conchita Martinez, Spain
COLLEGE
Soccer
Illinois 3, Eastern 0
Eastern 0-0  0
Illinois   1-2  3
Goals – Illinois – Brown (Freeman)
33:30; Illinois – Baldwin (Rowland)
53:14;Illinois – Baldwin (Holtzan)
75:45;
Saves
Eastern – Graczyk   7; Fredrick –  5;
Illinois – Heggen   1; Bessette  2
Friday
Eastern 2,
Tennessee Tech 1
Eastern Illinois 1-1  2
TennesseeTech 0-1  1
Goals – Eastern Gehrke (unassist-
ed) 41:00; Tech – Hill  (Freund)
80:00; Eastern – Zabrosky  (Hozman
82:00;
Saves – Eastern – Gracayk 5;Tech
Holbrook  9;
Football
Top 25
By The Associated Press
How the top 25 teams in The
Associated Press’ college football
poll fared this week:
1. Florida State (1-0) beat Louisiana
Tech 41-7. Next: vs. No. 11 Georgia
Tech, Sept. 11.
2. Tennessee (0-0) did not play. Next:
vs. Wyoming, Saturday.
3. Penn State (1-0) beat No. 4
Arizona 41-7. Next: vs. Akron,
Saturday.
4. Arizona (0-1) lost to No. 3 Penn
State 41-7. Next: at TCU, Sunday,
Sept. 5.
5. Florida (0-0) did not play. Next: vs.
Western Michigan, Saturday.
6. Nebraska (0-0) did not play. Next:
at Iowa, Saturday.
7. Texas A&M (0-0) did not play.
Next: vs. Louisiana Tech at
Shreveport, La., Saturday.
8. Michigan (0-0) did not play. Next:
vs. No. 18 Notre Dame, Saturday.
9. Ohio State (0-1) lost to No. 12
Miami 23-12. Next: vs. No. 16 UCLA,
Sept. 11.
10. Wisconsin (0-0) did not play.
Next: Murray State, Saturday.
11. Georgia Tech (0-0) did not play.
Next: at Navy, Saturday.
12. Miami (1-0) beat Ohio State 23-
12. Next: vs. Florida A&M, Saturday.
13. Virginia Tech (0-0) did not play.
Next: vs. James Madison, Saturday.
14. Georgia (0-0) did not play. Next:
vs. Utah State, Saturday.
15. Colorado (0-0) did not play. Next:
vs. Colorado State, Saturday.
16. UCLA (0-0) did not play. Next: vs.
Boise State, Saturday.
17. Texas (0-1) lost to North Carolina
State 23-20. Next: vs. Stanford,
Saturday.
18. Notre Dame (1-0) beat Kansas
48-13. Next: at No. 8 Michigan,
Saturday.
19. Southern California (0-0) did not
play. Next: at Hawaii, Saturday.
20. Alabama (0-0) did not play. Next:
at Vanderbilt, Saturday.
20. Kansas State (0-0) did not play.
Next: vs. Temple, Sept. 11.
22. Arkansas (0-0) did not play. Next:
at SMU, Saturday.
23. Purdue (0-0) did not play. Next: at
Central Florida, Saturday.
24. Virginia (0-0) did not play. Next: at
North Carolina, Saturday.
25. Arizona State (0-0) did not play.
Next: Texas Tech, Monday, Sept. 6.
Miami 23 Ohio St 12
First Quarter
Mia – Jackson 44 run (Crosland
kick), 11:44 OSU – FG Stultz 23,
9:30 OSU – Wisniewski 6 pass from
Moherman (kick failed), 7:08
Second Quarter
Mia – Kelly 7 run (Jackson pass
from Kelly), 3:14 Mia – Moss 67
pass from Kelly (Kelly run), :08
Third Quarter
OSU – FG Stultz 24, 3:40
A – 73,037.
Mia OSU
First downs 14 12
Rushes-yards 43-153 33-116
Passing 245 104
Comp-Att-Int 17-25-211-23-2
Return Yards 30 65
Punts-Avg. 4-41.0 5-33.4
Fumbles-Lost 2-2 4-2
Penalties-Yards 10-82 7-31
Time of Poss 33:14 26:46
INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS
RUSHING – Miami, Jackson 24-89,
Davenport 13-81, Fulcher 1-4,
Team 1-0, Kelly 4-(minus 21). Ohio
State, Wiley 9-72, Wells 11-44,
Keller 2-15, Martin 2-8, Bellisari 2-
(minus 11), Moherman 7-(minus
12).
PASSING – Miami, Kelly 17-25-2-
245. Ohio State, Moherman 10-22-
2-107, Bellisari 1-1-0-(minus 3).
RECEIVING – Miami, Franks 5-52,
Wayne 5-40, Moss 3-115, Fulcher
2-43, Davenport 1-1, Jackson 1-
(minus 6). Ohio State, Germany 4-
56, Wisniewski 2-30, Keller 2-15,
Wells 2-2, Rambo 1-1.
TRANSACTIONS
BASEBALL
American League
BALTIMORE ORIOLES – Placed
RHP Jim Corsi on the 15-day dis-
abled list, retroactive to August 25.
Recalled OF Eugene Kinsale from
Rochester of the International
League.
TEXAS RANGERS – Optioned LHP
Corey Lee to Oklahoma of the PCL.
National League
FLORIDA MARLINS – Optioned
LHP Brent Billingsley to Calgary of
the PCL. Assigned OF Cliff Floyd to
Calgary for injury rehab. Agreed to
terms with RHP Josh Beckett.
Pacific Coast League
CALGARY CANNONS – Optioned
LHP Jake Benz to Portland of the
Eastern League.
Midwest League
KANE COUNTY COUGARS –
Activated LHP Ryan Harber from the
disabled list. Optioned P Matt Ward
to Utica of the New York-Penn
League.
FOOTBALL
National Football League
CAROLINA PANTHERS — Waived
LB Horace Cook, DT Chartric Darby,
DT Jerome Davis, OT Jeffrey Flowe,
WR Terry Guess, OG Michael Lies,
LB Sam Manuel, DE Andre Slappey
and RB Reggie Shufford.
JACKSONVILLE JAGUARS –
Waived OT Josh Kobdish, OT Rome
Douglas, FB Matt Calhoun, WR
Nakia Jenkins, WR Damon Dunn,
DL Dary Myricks, DL James
Clyburn, DL Jabbar Threats, LB
Reggie Lowe, CB Dee Moronkola
and QB Will Furrer.
PHILADELPHIA EAGLES – Waived
CB Eric Edwards, P Tony Martino,
CB DeShone Mallard, WR Kevin
McKenzie and WR Gerald Williams.
SAN FRANCISCO 49ERS – Waived
LB Chris Freeman and DT Tim Croff.
TENNESSEE TITANS – Waived QB
Steve Matthews, WR Jeremaine
Copeland, LB Terry Houzzah and
P/K Jason Bloom.
HOCKEY
National Hockey League
MONTREAL CANADIENS – Named
Pierre Boivin president.
Central Hockey League
COLUMBUS COTTONMOUTHS –
Named Brian Idalski assistant coach
and Randy Scrimpshire equipment
manager.
Lunch 11am-2pm
Chicken Cordon Bleu Sandwich
w/chips & pickle $4.25
Express Lunch Menu Available
Dinner 5pm-9pm
Smothered Chicken, choice of 2
sides & side salad $6.50
345-STIX
Never a Cover •  Dance Floor w/DJ 
Full Service Beer Garden open Everyday & Night
Monday Drink Specials
20 oz drafts $1.50
Wanted Men
E.I.U. Cheer team
needs YOU!!
practice mon-thurs.
4-6
if interested call
Julie@ 7151
Jauron expected to
make QB decision
this week
CHICAGO (AP) – The mystery
remains: who will be the
Chicago Bears’ opening day
quarterback?
After a 35-24 loss at
Cleveland Saturday night that
wrapped up the Bears’ exhibition
season at 2-2, coach Dick Jauron
said the decision between Shane
Matthews and rookie Cade
McNown will be made in time.
“I don’t think you have to
make the decision too quickly,”
he said. “I don’t want to show
our hand too quickly.”
Jauron has nearly two weeks
to make up his mind and would
like the Kansas City Chiefs —
Chicago’s season-opening oppo-
nent on Sept. 12 – to practice for
both quarterbacks. But his
choice will probably be made
this week so the players can
make their preparations.
“You want to get the timing
down,” wide receiver Curtis
Conway said.
Matthews started against the
Browns and completed 11- of-13
passes for 66 yards and a touch-
down. McNown played with the
second unit. He was 4-of-10 for
42 yards and one TD.
“I felt Shane played well and
Cade played well,” Jauron said.
“One (McNown) is more mobile
than the other and one
(Matthews) right now is just
more experienced.”
McNown, a first-round draft
pick who is ticketed to be the
No. 1 QB someday soon, said it
doesn’t matter to him who starts
the season.
“There’s a lot of time to go
and it’s not a big concern with
me right now,” he said. “My
concern is just to make strides
and I felt I made strides (in the
preseason).”
Jauron said he liked his
team’s big plays Saturday night
– Conway’s’ 71-yard TD recep-
tion and D’Wayne Bates’ 86-
yard kickoff return for another
score.
“You’ve got to have a big-
play offense to succeed in the
NFL,” the coach said. “We need
to get them every week.”
The Bears had the day off
Sunday, planning to return to
practice early Monday morning.
Two QB’s doubles
Penn St. success
STATE COLLEGE, Pa. (AP) – 
Watching all that tape of
Arizona’s quarterback duo must
have gotten Joe Paterno thinking.
Facing a team that went 12-1
last year while splitting snaps
between two quarterbacks,
Paterno decided to swiped his
opponents’ game plan. Kevin
Thompson and Rashard Casey
led an offense that rolled up 506
yards, burying Arizona in big
plays on the way to a 41-7 victo-
ry in the Pigskin Classic on
Saturday.
Casey, a frustrated back-up
all last season, was thrilled.
Thompson -– the top guy last
season who admitted before this
game that two-quarterback sys-
tems can be awkward – insisted
he was comfortable Saturday.
“Hey, we won,” he said with
a wide smile. “That’s all the
comfort I need.”
Speilman expected
to reitre
BEREA, Ohio (AP) – Once the
feeling returned in Chris
Spielman’s arms and legs, he
picked himself up, and though a
bit shaky, walked off the field
under his own power.
He may soon walk away from
the NFL the same way.
Spielman, the Cleveland
Browns’ intense middle line-
backer attempting a comeback
from neck fusion surgery in
1997, could announce his retire-
ment Monday after getting his
second scare of the preseason
following a violent helmet-on-
helmet collision that sent him to
the hospital during Saturday
night’s exhibition game.
“He’s exploring all of his
options,” said Browns coach
Chris Palmer, who spoke to
Spielman twice on Sunday. 
“He’s going to look at every-
thing and go from there. What
we want to do is sit back take a
look at things, let things settle
down for 24 hours both emotion-
ally and physically and then talk
about the subject at that time.”
Palmer wouldn’t go so far as
to say if he recommended to
Spielman that 10-year veteran
should retire. However, the first-
year coach intimated all that
may be left for Spielman to do
was announce his career was
over.
“There’s some things that
have to be ironed out, discussed,
looked at,” said Palmer, who was
visibly shaken after Saturday’s
game. “I think once that’s all
done I think we’ll be in pretty
good shape.”
After speaking with Spielman
over the phone early Sunday
morning from the hospital,
Palmer said the two visited again
at 8 a.m. in Palmer’s office.
“We had a good conversa-
tion,” Palmer said. “It was very
candid. It was a situation that he
expressed some things to me, I
expressed some things to him
that will remain private. That’s
between the coach and the play-
er, and I think we’ll have more
to say on the subject in the next
day or so.
“I wanted a clear mind in the
morning to talk to him. I think
he had a clear mind and came in
and talked to me. The fact we
talked man-to-man and eye-to-
eye is real good.”
inbrief
national
sports
By Chad Merda
Sports editor
With the 67th pick overall in the
1999 NFL draft, the Denver
Broncos saw something in former
Eastern football player Chris
Watson that few other teams did –
now Watson is using the preseason
to show the league what they
missed out on.
Ever since Watson first stepped
on the field Aug. 7 against the San
Diego Chargers, his 4.34-second
speed in the 40-yard dash and kick
return abilities have impressed the
Broncos’ coaching staff enough to
earn him a start against Arizona in
only the second game of the presea-
son.
He’s dominated the Broncos’
kick return game, averaging 24.7
yards on kickoff returns and 20.4
yards on punt returns. His long
returns are 39 and 41 yards, respec-
tively.
For now, Watson’s just happy to
be in the position he’s in – being the
Broncos’ main kick return man,
along with seeing action at corner-
back in nickel and dime packages.
“I’m getting a nice amount of
playing time on the field,” Watson
said Friday in a phone interview
from Denver. 
Watson has a three-year con-
tract, but would not disclose the
terms.
While the former Eastern foot-
ball and track star is enjoying suc-
cess, it started off a little rocky
against the Chargers, when he took
a kickoff down the sideline, fum-
bled it twice, but managed to hang
on.
“The only thing that was on my
mind was if I dropped the ball,
(head coach) Mike (Shanahan) was
going to kill me,” Watson said. 
“That game was like a dream
come true. It didn’t dawn on me
until half way through the game
that I was actually playing in an
NFL game.”
Plagued by injuries throughout
most of his career at Eastern,
Watson played in only six games
last season, and chose to sit out the
outdoor track season, in order to
prepare himself for the NFL.
Obviously, that decision has paid
off.
“It helped me a great deal and
gave me a chance to rest my knee
and get my body healthy,” Watson
said. 
“Track would have worn me
out more than I was.”
Surprisingly, Watson said he’s
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In a league of his own
Photo courtesy of the Denver Broncos
Former Eastern football and track star Chris Watson has impressed the Denver Broncos coaches so far and earned
playing time at cornerback in nickel and dime situations, as well as being the Broncos’ main kick return man.
Former Eastern
star makes a
presence in NFL 
See WATSON Page 9
Kyle Bauer
Associate sports editor
email: cukmb12@pen.eiu.edu
The Power Alley
On Sept. 11 the Pantherfootball team plays theUniversity of Hawaii forits second game against
a Division I-A opponent in as many
weeks.
Like most every other game of
the season, the fan support will be
nonexistent. But at least this time
there is a good excuse. 
What college student has the
time or the money to follow a foot-
ball team to Hawaii for four days?
Most people who live on campus
can’t find the time or just don’t
want to waste the energy to walk a
few blocks to O’Brien Stadium to
watch the game, let alone fly to
Hawaii. 
To be brutally honest, when
Eastern takes on the Rainbows, it
might not be pretty. The long road
trip may wear on the Panthers too
much or Hawaii may prove to be
just too good for Eastern. 
But on the other hand, Hawaii
does own the nation’s longest los-
ing streak, at 18 games. They also
lost their leading rusher from last
season. 
But none of that really matters.
Win or lose, not many people on
campus are going to see the game. 
It could turn out to be one of the
greatest games in Eastern history.
The Panthers, who I’m assuming
will be underdogs, could come in
and pull off a major upset.
I can envision the game going
down to the wire when coach Bob
Spoo reaches deep into his bag of
tricks and wins the game on a trick
play in the closing seconds.
The only problem is nobody
will see it – nobody will even know
about it until Monday morning.
WEIU recently announced it is
going to televise the game for those
who really want to watch it, but
let’s be realistic.
Kickoff will be around 11 p.m.
central time. How many people on
this campus are going to stay at
home on a Saturday night with the
sole intention of watching the
game?
Be careful how you answer that. 
Remember I said “on this cam-
pus.” At some other school that
stands behind its football team, you
might be able to find a large num-
ber of people who will actually
look forward to watching the game. 
And why not. If you get a bunch
of guys together, watch some col-
lege football and possibly enjoy
some frosty beverages and we’re in
heaven. 
Half the guys on this campus do
it all day on the weekend anyway,
so why not do it all night too?
Eastern needs
more athletic
supporters
See BAUER Page 9
Illinois dominates women’s soccer team
By David Pump
Staff writer
CHAMPAIGN – It’s hard to win
a game when the other team has a
35-7 shot-on-goal advantage.
The University of Illinois used a
s m o t h e r i n g
defense and a
potent offense to
defeat Eastern 3-
0 Sunday after-
noon.
“(Illinois) will be an NCAA
tournament team,” Eastern head
coach Steve Ballard said. “What we
need to do now is learn from this
game and maintain our composure.”
The Fighting Illini (2-0) received
two goals from sophomore Lisa
Baldwin and one from Emily
Brown to avenge last season’s loss
to the Panthers.
“I am very pleased; we were able
to pressure them and get the ball into
the attack,” Illinois head coach
Tricia Taliaferro said. “This is some-
thing that we can build upon.”
Brown opened the scoring at
33:30 after beating Eastern (1-1)
starter Jessica Graczyk with a shot
off to the right with Laura Freeman
getting an assist on the goal.
Eastern tried to answer when
Jean Gehrke sailed a shot just over
the crossbar a few minutes later.
“We had a bunch of great
chances in the first 25 minutes,”
Ballard said.
Baldwin found the back of the
net eight minutes into the second
half, and again with 15 minutes left
in the contest, with Sarah Rowland
getting the assist on the first goal
and Heidi Holtzman on the second.
The Panthers won their first
game of the season Friday at
Tennessee Tech 2-1. 
U of I
0
3
Women’s soccer
Chad Merda / Staff photographer
Three Eastern soccer players do their best to keep the ball in front of them and
prevent Illinois from scoring. The Illini outshot Eastern 35-7 in Sunday’s 3-0
loss.
EIU
